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Trustees raise. the
Student Fees
By David Flannery
Comment staff

Quiet, please

cont. onp. 2

Finals approach: Students put their noses to the grindstone in the library. The Library staff
would like to request that you show a little consideration for your fellow students during
the waning hours of the semester. (Staff photo by Debra Willis)

Presidential choice delayed
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expressed concern over the
possibility of having to either cut
services or to raise the fee. Jones
said,"none of us like to see an
increase in fees," but, added that,
"the money collected by the fee is
just not enough." The general
feeling, according to both Jones
and Chiccarelli, is that the
increase is needed in order to
maintain the current services
offered.
The services associated within
the student service fee include
health services, transportation,
athletics, career planning, as well
as campus center programs and
maintenance. According to Jones.
the new fee is necessary to
maintain those services.
Jones indicates that there are

The Bridgewater State College
Administration decided to raise
the campus service fee for the
next semester. The· decision
comes after several administration
officials, including Vice President
of Student Services, Martha
Jones, and the Vice President of
Administration and Finance,
Joseph Chiccarelli, met among
themselves and with students
representating various student
organizations.
The present fee is $170.00, but
the Board of Trustees has now
approved the administration's
request to raise the campus
services fee by $25.00 as of next
semester. Those at the meetings
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Although it was reported in the
last issue of The Comment that
the Bridgewater State College
Board of Trustees would make
their choice of the next President
on Monday November 28, the
meeting was postponed until
next Monday, December 5.

completed on each of the. three · · · Coinmen
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candidat.es. Longo ,did not express ·
increased trash removal costs, and offered. ''Morrison's offers a rnore
any disappointment with the
Resident hall students are being increased labor costs.
flexible menu and caters to the
delay. Instead Longo stated. "the faced with a $34 increase in the
needs of the students. 11
extra time is good for the food service fee starting next
Students are
now eating
Trustees to make a good semester after Morrison's Custom between 78% to 82% of the
Morris~m's is not looking to
make a profit. unlike PFM was
decision." He did. however, state. Management suggested
the · meals offered to them as opposed
"I just hope we don't lose any of increase to cover their rising to the anticipated 67%. Last year · last year. Morrison's is just
the student meal participation rate trying to limit their loss with the
the candidates because of the costs.
delay."
This semester Morrisonts is was often below 62%.
increase. The new computer
The final candidates -Dr.
suffering losses due to increased · According to Mela Dutkat
system put a dent in the
The past isn't their
Richard
Ekman,
Director
of
food
prices,
increased
number
of
of
Housing,
students
are
Director
company's budget this year.
problem. They're
Research for the National
here to move
Endowment for the Humanities.
Dr. Adrian Tinsley, Executive
Vice
President and Provost of
~F. Scott Longo-.
Glasboro State College in New
Jersey, and Dr. Russel.I G.
Warren, Vice President of
ByBryonHayes
abused the power of his office
In an interview with Student Academic Affairs at James
Comment staff
and neglected his duties.
Trustee F. Scott Longo, Longo Madison University in Virgini~The recommendation, which
explained that he did not have any were not planning to attend .the
After hearing the evidence
was presented by the Chief
uarticular play in the decision to meeting Monday and therefore
which was presented, the Student Justice of the Student Court
ostpone the meeting. Longo did were not greatly ir1convenienced
Court rendered a recommendation
Charles Konstantinidis said, "the
.
that the decision w.as cont. on . 4
to the. .Student
Govern·ment cont. on p. 3
_.peculate
,
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David White impeached by Congress 15-1
Student court fails to support Attorney General Hall's case

Trial to
commence

~---llllilill!IJ----~soc1at1on

all for an impeachment trial
gainst SGA Vice-President

'Comedy of
Errors' ready
to go

Annoucements
By the Way
Cale.ndar of Events
Campus .Conversation - Classifieds
Comics

Editorial

MASCAC fall
statistics ·
finalized

Entertalnm~nt
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Here & There
Police Log
Letters
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avid White.
The unanimous 5 ~o decision
;vas read .to the. Congress on
· uesday, November 22. Later in
· at meeting, Congress decided to
·sregard that recommendation~
d passed a motion to have an
mpeachment trial. The trial will
held on December 6.
The case being heard by the
ourt was filed by Congressmen
atrick Pearce and Christopher
erra. This stated that White had
llegedly stolen 100 Homeming T-shirts. The groundS for
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By BryonHaye,,s
Comment staff
The Student Government

Association's Congress has
, decided to "move to commence
impeachment proceedings
against Vice-President David
White, as requested by the
Attorney General.'' This
motion was presented during
the SGA's weekly meeting,
which was held on Tuesday,
November 22.
The reasons behind the
impeachment motion stem
from the allegations that WQ.ite
· cont. ·on p. 3
1

2
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Fraternities arid sororities unite
to clean up the garbage in the pits
Members of the Greek Council,
along with fraternities ,and
sororities on campus, joined
together ,to clean up the "pits"
Saturday No:vember 19th.
Tim Millerick, Director of

Student Services, came before the
Greek Council in October and
asked if the, fraternities and
soro_rities would be interested in
cleaning in and around the sand
pits located near the Shea-Durgin

'By tlie Way ...

Resident Hall.
The Greek Council voted to
combine the efforts of each
organization and help remove
trash and debris that had piled up
from years of parties and
gatherings in the area.
The Greek Council asked that at
least three members from each
organization show up to help. It
was then voted that a "no-show"
from a fraternity or sorority
would be levied a small fine.
Lead by the President of Greek
Council Todd Holljster (Tau
Alpha Kappa) and Vice President
Patti Kerber (Alpha Eta Rho) the
students were successful in
removing much of the trash and
garbage that had accumulated.

Members- of the fraternity Alpha Eta Rho and Phi Pi Delta
take part in cleaning up the area known as the pits.

With the exception of Gamma
Phi Beta and Alpha Upsilon, the
fraternity on probation, all the

built into union contracts. Those
paid by the fee, like the rest of
the staff, will be looking for a
completion of the new track new contract this coming June
facility which will require an · and the percentage increase,
additional $10,000 to 20,000.
according to Chiccarelli, is now
The athletic department would unknown. That is why he also
also like to replace at least one points out that the new fee is for
athletic van. Jones also explained next semester and that next fall.
that there are fixed costs that need even newer figures may .have to
to be addressed, such as increases
be worked out1

Joe Weathers).

organizations participated in the
pit clean up.

Student fee increases are passed
cont.fromp. l
several large projects ahead for
the college. One project is the

Presenting- a check to Cecilia DeMarco is Jeff Valir
of the fraternity Sigma Chi. (Photo contributed b~

Another factor to be
considered, according to both
Jones and Chiccarelli, is
enrollment. When the college is
forced to cut enrollment due to
reasons such as a budget
shortfall, there are less students
paying the fee. This creates a
problem for the various student
serv.ices since their programs
o:ri(.,onp. 4. .

Parking Restrictions Announced
Officer Ken Moore of the Campus Police would like to
make commuting students aware of parking restrictions
concerning the lot behind the Kelly Gymnasium.
Moore wants to remind commuters that the yellow
lined sections directly behind the Catholic Center with
11
R" painted on the ground are reserved exclusively for
Resident Hall students.
He asks that all other people park in the white lined
areas after 4 p.m. only. This is to "help us help you," as
Moore states
Moore asks that if any students have any questions
about these or any other parking loctaions and problems,
, they should contaclhim atthe Campus Police Station.

., ., · . ,., •..
,.
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'
another member of Campus
Police.

CONCERT
A Jazz Orchestra Perfor1nance
Featuring 19 pieces

Final Senior Portrait Dates Announced
The Yearbook Editor Ron Pettit has announced the
final dates which seniors may have their portraits done.
°The dates are Monday, December 5 and Tuesday,
December 6, across from the Rathskeller.
"If they do not get their pictures taken then, then they
will not be included in the Yearbook," Pettit was quoted
as saying.
The hours on both days will be from 12 noon until 8
p.m., and appointments will not be necessary.

Comuiunity Christmas Party Set

The show will also feature;
· Joe Casano ·
(jro1n the Stan Kenton Orchestra)

Gary Johnson and Ken Reid
ifro111 the Artie Shaw Orcliesffa)

The Campus Center Program Committee is getting into
the holiday spirit. They will be sponsoring a mentally
disabled adult at this annual party.
The party will be held on December 5, and will run
from 6 p.m. to 9,p.m. in the Campus Center Ballroom.
People who attend can sponsor a mentally disabled
adult-- that is be their friend for the night-- by buying.a
·gift.for their friend, as well as eating with them.

Reception for David Deep to Be Held

Rick Septon
ifronz the Buddy Rich Orchestra)

Tl1e sl1ow will be l1eld on December 6,
in the Library Lecture Hall,. and will run
fro1n .7:30 p.111. until 9 p.1n.
Admission is f~~e and open to the public..

David Deep, ~he former Vice President of Student
Services, and the Student Government Association's
Advisor for 20 years has retired. Ip honor of this event,
the College will be holding a reception for him, and his
wife, Judith Deep, the fotmer director of Health Servces.
The reception will be held on Friday, December 9,
from 4 p~m. until '5:30 p.m. in the Adrian Rondileau
Campus Center Ballroom.
The ~GA·will be presenting a p}aque to Deep and his
wife in honor of his 20. year service to the SGA, as well
as his 25 years service to Bridgewater State.

Thought for the W e~k
. "Trees whe~ they ar~ lopped and cut, grow up again
m a short penod of time; but men being once lost
cannot be easily recovered."
'
'
-Plutarch
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Hal l's case lacks evidence in Stu den t Cou rt
cont.fromp. l
Student Court finds that there has
not been enough evidence
presented to call for a trial to
impeach Vice-President White.
"The plantiff did not provide
enough concrete evidence for the
Court to find a trial necessary."
stated Konstantinidis.
The recommendation also said
that the Court believed most of
the pertinent evidence presented
was circumstantial and hearsay.
The evidence was presented by
Attorney General Craig Hall. He
wrote a letter to the Court,
asking that they grant the request
for a trial, for "only then will all
the facts be revealed... and the
guilt or innocence of (Vice
President) White will be ·
determined. tt
Hall gave the Court a
statement written by SGA
Treasurer Christopher Concheri,
which detailed his inventory of
the closet in the SGA office on
October 18.
Concheri said that he and
Assistant Treasurer Donna
Raczka had conducted an
inventory and found large mugs,
small. mugs. key chains, and
banners. They did not find any
Homecoming T-shirts.
White responded by claiming

that he returned all the remaining
T-shirts to the closet the Sunday
before the inventory was t.aken,
October 16. But none were found
during the inventory.
Hall presented, to the Court, a
letter from Campus Center
Facilities Coordinator Mary
Edgington. In this letter,
Edgington stated that only three
keys had been issued by her
office, to the closet in the SGA
office, where the Homecomin g
material was kept. These were
given to SGA President Marcia
Medeiros, SGA Secretary Anne
Plante, and White.
She also said that there were
other staff members on campus
who carry master keys which also
open the closet.
Konstantinidis asked Hall if he
had investigated the other listed
people who had keys. Hall replied
that he had not. Konstantinid is
then asked why he had not
followed this route of investigation.
Hall replied that he believed
there was sufficient evidence that
White was the only one to touch
the shirts. for he was the last to
have seen the shirts. ·
The next statements came from
Perra and Congressma n Jeff
Tucker. They said that they

learned of what White was domg
in a converstaion which Sharon
Cignetti had with White.
Perra was quoted as stating
that~ "Cignetti said that White

T-shirts on October 13, and
"brought two boxes up to the
(SGA) office." he left the third,
small box in the car "because he
was sick of walking in the rain."

that he did not "think he would
Konstantinidis then asked what
day the shirts reappeared in the
closet. Hall stated that as of
Wednesday, October 26, there
were 62 shirts found.
The next point White made
was that he did not r~call having
any conversation with Sharou .
Cignetti about Homecomin g
T-shirts.
White then said that since there
were three boxes of T-shirts, it
was possible that there was not a
total of 300 shirts shipped to the
college. He also stated that he did
not, nor did anyone else, count
the shirts to determine if there
was indeed the set number of
300.

-~---,,

What would I do with one-hun dred
1988 Homeco ming shirts?
Wear one every day?
-SGA Vice President David White-

had picked up the T-shirts from
the place where they were ordered
and toot: 200 into the S GA
office. He then kept the other I 00
T-shirts."
Perra then said that on October
26, he and Pearce "checked the
cJoset on a hunch" and found that
62 Homecoming T-shirts. were inthe closet. They had appeared one
week after White said he
originally placed them in the
closet
Vice President White replied to
the evidence brought against him.
He stated that he picked up the

On October 14, he left the
shirts in his car and attended to
other Homecoming events. The
shirts remained in the trunk until
Sunday, October 16 when he
returned them to the SGA closet;
"to the best of my knowledge all
the shirts. 11
· White · then stated 41at · after
they were placed m the closet, he
did not know what became of
them. -

White's last comment to the
Court was, "what would I do
with 100 '1988 Homecomin g'
shirts? Wear one every day?"
The Court ended the session,
and read its recommenda tion to
the SGA Congress the following
night.
. ··
Hall wrote a letter to the
Congress, following
the
deliverance of the Court's
recommend ation. This letter
asked that the Congress "ignore
the recommenda tion," and move
to hear all the facts.

When asked by Konstantinidis
if anyone was present when he
returned the shirts, White replied

Wh ite imp eac hed
cont.from p. l
is responsible for stealing 100
Homecomin g T-shirts•. White is
being accused of neglect of duty
and larceny. the grounds on
which this trial is based.
A trial date has been set for
fuesd.ay, December 6, in the
SGA Council Chambers,
between 4 and 5 p.m.
One day earlier, Monday,
November 21 .. the Student Court
heard the court case brought up
by Congressmen Patrick Pearce
and Christopher Perra. The
purpose of this case was to
determine whether or not there
was sufficient evidence to warrant
an impeachment trial.

Impeachment is defined as the
act in which the Congress
believes that there is enough
information to be heard, concerning a case or allegations,
which warrants a trial.
Impeachmen t is not the removal
of a person from office.
When the Student Court had
rendered its recommendation, they
stated that there is not enough
evidence to call for an
impeachmen t trial. The Congress
disregarded this recommendation,
and decided to create the "move to
impeach.. motion.
Congressman Ed Tighe made
the motion, stating that, "we do
not feel the Court's recommendation is worthy, in light of
the given the events."
He then said that he, and others
on the Congress, feel that there is
enough evidence to warrant a

question cc>riib'e::riJJt
procedure during the court case
was brought up.· According to
Supreme Justice of the Student
Court. Charles Konstantinid is,

Rqbert's Rules of Order, a
parliamentar y procedure tool for
the SGA. did not apply to the
Student Court. "Therefore, the ·
recommenda tion is based upon
this fact," said Konstantinidis.

"Robert's Rules may not
apply to the Court, but they do
apply to the Congress," said
Perra. "This is why we feel a trial
is necessary."
Perra stated that since Robert's
applies to the Congress, it would
make a difference in the outcome
of the information already heard.
The trail will commence based
on the fact that Robert's Rules is
in valid application within the
realm of the SGA Congress.

.... • _ ~ ·.
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• get paid to get into shape
• no experience· needed
•and more~

Hall also stated that he has
summoned Perra, Pearce, White, :
. Congressman Jeff Tucker, a~d.'
Sharon Cignetti to appear at this

at
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... and you'll say yes to $8-9 an hour to start, with a
parttime job at United Parcel Service!
UPS has Package Handler openings now, with hours
to fit your busy schedule. You'll say yes to these
benefits as well!
• $8-9fhour to start
• steady part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your
schedule
• full time benefits for part time work •.
• chance for advancemen t for men and women

The "move to impeach"
motion was approved by the
Congress 15-1-0.
Attorney General Craig Hall
also stated that he believed there
was enough information to have
a valid case, and believed the trail
should be held.

mru.
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Contact your Student Employment office or for more
information about other shifts call (617) 762-9911.
United Parcel Service has facilities in Norwood,
Brockton, Watertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore

and Warwick, Al.

SJe
~

.

®

,
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Rules, they could be removed L.-------- -----A.lw a•y•s•a•n •E•qu•a•IO•p•po-rt.un..it.·y·E•m•p•lo.ye r_____ _____
_.....
from office.
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Longo sizes up the candid ates
cont.from p.1 .
by the delay.
Once the T~tees have ma.de
their choice from among the three
candidates,. their decision must be
confirmed and approved by the
State Board of Regents of
Higheer Education.
During a recent interview
Longo put forward some of his
observations about the three
Presidential candidates.
About Tinsley, Longo stated,
"She recieves support frcm the
faculty because they see her as a ·
teacher who worked her way up."
Longo contin.Jed, HShecs totally
devoted to pubhc education. A lot
of the faculty I've talked to really
like that"
On the negative side. Longo
observed that Tinsley seemed to,
"rub some people the wrong
way.''
She was the most
assertive of the three candidates,
according to Longo, and makes
some
people
at
BSC
uncomfortable because she has
plans and will make things
happen right away.

Concerning Warren, Longo
applauded his great ideas
concerning teaching students for
the future. "His background as an
economist will also come in
handy in our present budget
situation," said Longo. He
describes Warren as a smooth
southern gentleman but warns
that he may have been or may be
percieved as, "too smooth."
Longo also pondered the reality
that Warren's
south~rn
background might work against
him. "Southern politics are
different. He places great
emphasis on presidential
authority."
As for Ekman, Longo cited his
connections as one of his major
assets.
suggests that because
Ekman was responsible for
reviewing requests for educational
disbursements while at various
governmental positions he might
be able to, "tum that experience
around and use it for the school's

He

benefit."
Eckman does not possess the
teaching background of Warren

and Tinsley, explains Longo.
"He's been out of teaching for
years." And this, explained
Longo, does not build support for
Eckman among the faculty.
But among the Trustees,
Eckman's "corporate presence" as
Longo terms it, may give him an
advantage. The' Trustees are also
cor·porate people, according to
Longo. The Trustees are a mix of
people who include a publisher, a
banker, retired professionals and
Bridgewater graduates.
Longo speaks highly of the
Presidential Search Committee,
especially student members
Vinny Fernald and Lionel
Yearwood, for the excellent job
they have done in providing the
Trustees with three excellent
candidates from which to choose.
Whatever the result of next
Monday's decision by the Board
of Trustees Longo wants to
encourage everyone to, "see it as
a new bCgining and be receptive."
And he reminds, "The past isn't
their problem. They're here to
move on."

Increas es in student fees confirm ed
cont.from p. 2
depend on a certain amount of
money that needs to projected in
advance. Chiccarelli explains that
because of decreased enrollment.
the campus services fee will
bring in $200,000 to $250,000
less this year than it did during
the 1987-88 Xear·

The $25 increase satisfies the
Board of Regents' rule that the fee
cannot exceed thirty-percent of a
student1s tuition. The present fee
of $170 has been in existence
since 1987, when the college
decided to have one unified fee
instead of the many small fees
for each individual service. This

more centralized form of
management, says Jones, had
given the college a chance to
lower the fee from the $196 it
had been in 1986 down to the
present fee. Without the increase,
Jones feels that "we are digging
ourselves into a great big hole."

Here & Ther e
INTERNATIONAL===============
~oPEC

Nations Cut Oil Production

The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
signed an agreement which dealt with the amount of oil
output being shipped to foriegn countries.
The agreement, signed by all 13 members of the
world's largest oil cartel, would cut the countries oil
production from 18.5 million barrels per day, down
from the current 23 million barrels per day.
11
We want oil prices to go up to $18 as soon as
possible," stated OPEC President Rilwanu Lukman of
Nigeria.
In the market, the ramifications of this threat are
already being felt. Oil companies such as New York
January and Mideast Dubai have seen their futures raise
by one to two dollars.
The Oil Minister of Iraq, Issam Abdul-Rahim al- ·
Chalabi claims, "this is a great victory for OPEC."
-

A Challenge fo Pieter Botha Initiated
Zephania Mothopeng, the Pan Africanist Congress
President and a leading black activist, who was recently
released from prision, has made a challenge to South
African President Pieter Botha. ·
~othop~ng ~ares Botha to release other political
pnsoners, like hrmself, and to legalize all black liberation
. movements, including the outlawed African National
Congress.
~othopeng, who served a 12 year jail sentence for
trying to overthrow ~e ~bite minority government, also
denounced S~mth Afnca s emergency regulations.
"The only _1de~ I am willing to negotiate is the return of
our land to its nghtful owners," said Mothopeng.
Two years ago, Mothopeng rejected Botha's offer of
freedom for a public statement, renouncing the violence
and uprisings.

-j~~~~~-··~·~~S~~~-·~-I·~··•T•~~--~,r~e~~~d~en~t~E~ct to ~ork on

presents:

Deficit

Soon-to-be-President George Bush and Sen. Robert
Dole have united to attempt to defeat what they call "a
common enemy"-- the deficit.
At a press conference, the two stated that the deficit
must be curtailed, but offered little information as to how
this could be completed. Bush could only state, "we (his
administration) are going to tackle the deficit early
on." Dole was as tight-lipped as Bush, stating that
"timing is important."
.
·
Dole's acceptance of this Bush policy, that taxes do
not have to be raised in order to reduce the debt, ended
the long and often bitter dispute the two shared during
the presidential primaries;.
The United States deficit is .currently listed around
$160 billion.

Medicaid Cuts Proposed for Future

WHERE:

WHEN:

The Office of Management and Budget has made a
proposal to cut over $1.1 billion from the projected 1990
federal payments of Medicaid to states.
Members of Congress are hoping that it will not be
part of the final budget draft which President Reagan
sends to Congress in January. If it is included, many in
Congress are expecting a heated and bitter argument.
Said Re~esentative Henry Wax.man, "To bring back
these irresponsible proposals now, after George Bush
has talked about expanding the Medicaid system to reach
the poor and uninsured, would only make a mockery of
his campaign."
Reaganintroduced and supported similar proposals in
1981 concerning.Medicaid. These were defeated by the
Congress!

LOCAL========================
Christmas Carols: All are invited to sing along

Please come early to assure seating for
-this tradition al Christma s event

Credit Union Still Closed
J'he new home· for the Bridgewater Credit Union is
still unopened, due to problems concerning sewerage
hook'."' up.
.
~i~ce there is a moritorium on sewerage. hook-ups
with1!1 the Jown of Brid~ewater, the building will
remain closed. Its old offices, however, will remain
open as they h~ve been.
-
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INTERESTED IN BEING CONSIDERED
FOR ON-CAMP US HOUSING?
Please stop in the Housing Office and complete a wait-list card
We anticipate filling vacancies for second semester from the waitlist.
While this is no guarantee, a number of students will be offered
on-campus housing. If you are already on the waitlist, please stop in our
office and confirm your interest for on-campus housing second semester.
If you wish to be considered for on-campus housing this fall you .mu.fil
be on the waitlist. We plan to open two new residence halls which will
increase our on-campus population to approxi~ately 1,70Q.residents.

ANY QUESTIONS? STOP IN ...
Housing Office
Student Services
,.
Boyden Hall
\
Bridgewater State College
1

(508) 697-1277

5

6
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Campus Police Log
The following are exerpts from
the Daily Operations Journal of
BSC Campus Police.

reg. plate on his vehicle.
2155: Above party into station.
States cannot move
vehicle. Advised to contact
Chief re: removal of
BSC
from
vehicle
property.
2324: RD at Hill reports
intoxicated male gave him
hard time and at this time
has left Hill, wearing grey
jacket, carrying blue
knapsack. Sgt., Ofcrs. en

room at the library has
piece missing from it.
1801: Party entering side door of
Harrington.
1905: Harrington side door ajar,
lights on, no one inside
building.

Thursday,24 November
2200: Ofer. advises town youths
on dirt bikes to Leave BSC
property near LOH lot.

sa.nta Claus- waves hello to oH the members of the
Bridgewater community. These decorations greet
all of the people driving into Bridgewater center
·
(Staff photo by Debra Willis).

Saturday, 26 November

A&A Metro So11th.
Limousine Service

Professiona{ 'Writing Service
'Teclinica! Papers - 'I'erma?apers - !l{f,port:s - ~ume $
• 'Typing Service GUARANTEED DELIVERY

TOP QUALITY

Elegance in Transportation
Arty Special Occasion

Stretch Limo.

697-0017

Van Service

WHEN ONLY THE BEST IS ACCEPTABLE
Free pick-up & delivery in Middleboro- Bridgewater area
NEXT l>AY SERVICES AVAILABLE
Prices start at $1.50/page

(508)947-8663

Call Al Carmichael

Parents ~Jld Students

CAR TROUBLE

M\G't\llAJ\ll£S?

.. EA~~N.~itiu MO~Ej:, ON SEMESTER BREAK

. ROIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest'
mvento1?' specialists with over 180 offices hationwide.
January is our busiest month. While on semester break
,we can provide you with many additional hours '
of employment

Starting salary $6.50 /HR
C~mpreh~ns~ve pay and training .• \York is.generally
a.va1. lable
. e. are an
. ho. me·.. w·
.
. area local .to·.yciut
· · . ·. an
l . · w1th1n
equa opportun~ty ~mplo~er. For additional infonnation
concernmg mterv1ews, cont~ct personnel:
t

RGIS InventOrySpecialists
130 Liberty.St. #14
Brockton, MA 02402
(508) 559-7603

1200: 0 fer. in to pick up
ammunition, etc.
1801: Ofer. out with MA reg.
481515, LGH lot. BPD en
route.
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EMPT Y SPACE

This is what our pages will look like without your help.

Become part of a 62-year tradition

Spring recruit ing meeting:
Thursd ay, Decem ber 8, at 3 pm
at ~ur offices, in the Campu s Center .
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Viewpoint
What is volume?
uwhen money gets tight, go to
the students."
This seems to be the theme for
the administ ration this year.
They've done it with the Student
Activities fee. Now they're trying
to raise money for their food
service by raising the price of
meal tickets. The amusing part,
this time, is that they blame the
students for being the catalyst of
this increase.
It seems that we students have
been literally eating up too much
of Morrison 's Custom Food
Service's profits. Students are
eating too many of the meals on
their meal tickets. We are earing
almost 80% of the meals listed on
our meal rickets but we are only
supposed to be eating 67% and
that's why the cost must be
increased.

realize that we are consume rs at
the mercy of a monopol y and we
are not completely protected? We
were not protected from PFM's
low quality last year and
apparent ly we are not being
protected from Custom's prices
this year.

\

\-\ \\
•,

If a student pays for a nineteen
meal plan is he entitled to
nineteen meals? The administration's answer is different
from ours. We both accept that
students are able to buy meal
tickets at discount prices because
they purchase meals in volume.
But, the administration believes
that students receive discount
prices because students will not
eat a portion of this volume. That
isn't the way we interpret volume
sales.

Let's go through a quick
· lesson. Mister Donut sells one
It's too bad we weren't told to doughnu t for 40¢ and sells a
only eat 67 % of our meals when dozen for $2.09, that's volume
the semester began. We might've sales. Would the administration
complied.
want us to believe that Mister
Donut makes its profits from
uneaten dou hnuts? We should
o e
good food this semester , far

The administration will try to
better than that offered by PFM defend itself by saying that this
last year. Students can now example does not pertain to
identify what they're eating and · Custom Food Service, but if they
they've begun to eat more and insist on calling their meal ticket
more often. But because we· are system a volume discount service
eating more we are now being they should try to make it a true
called upon to pay more, since one. Let's call a rose by its
someone underest imated our proper name.
appetites.
The Board of Trustees will vote
The administration believes the on the meal ticket increase at their
increase is fair. It is fair from December 5 meeting. Let us hope
their point of view. We have they make the choice in favor of
received better goods and the students and not of Custom
services and we have received the· administration.
more meals than usual. Thus we
should pay more.
We do not seek to prove that
the administr ation means us any
Sorry, but no.
harm, it simply seems that budget
cuts and the possibilit y of losing
The administ ration calls us their good relations with. Custom
consumer s. We are. But do they
have blurred their vision.

or
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By Katie Kelley
Foreign Correspondant -

Whose idea wM this? I often wonder
this as I prepender my Canadian exchange.
Within my two and a half months here at
Concordia University in the Cultural
centre of Canada, Montreal, I have
experienced quite a few misgivings.
I had two bicycle accidents, got lost on
the Metro and had verbal misunderstandings with the registrar in order to get
my classes. My courses are your typical
11
bust your hump for hours" to receive
only a satisfactory grade course, similar to
those at B SC.
Even still, I had to move my living
arrangemen ts for reasons crazier than the
landlord below us. Now I live at 'rez'. My
roommate, whenever the rare time she is
in, is less than a buddy to me.
The experience here is to Canadianiz e
myself, which I am doing by reading the
daily Gazette and listening to quatre-vingt-
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quartoze FM radio station. Oui. it is
French.
Concordia has a wide variety of
intramural sports in which I am involved:
aerobics, indoor soccer, Tae Kwon Do.
and watching hockey.
The campus centre sponsors a beer bash
every Thursday evening which goes from
10 p.m. until 2:30 a.m. The special beer
of the evening is 99 centsf'all night. You
better believe I attend these events, and so
does the rest of the school; or so it seems.
I am enjoying my relatively stablized
life here in Montreal. Thanks to the
updates from BSC, I am well informed of
events at the home front as well.
I plan to stay here for the year, so I can
totally grasp hold of the Canadian culture
and language, not to mention my being
closer to the ski resorts. It was a good idea
after all. Thanks for the encourage ment,
everyone!
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Ca uti on : beware of the new 'Pa rkw ait ers '
The commuter parking prob lem at BSC takes on a new twist
To the Editor:

between the parked cars - a car of
some or another make or model
sitting, motor running, waiting
for someone to leave so they
could park.
Now, some of these
"Parkwaiters" stayed in one place.
calculating the odds would be in
their favor, as one who plays the
same numbers in the lottery
every time. Several cruised
slowly, appearing to have some
other destination while prepared
to zip into any empty parking
space the second it was vacated.
Others defied statistics and
cooly shut off the car motor and
sat, waiting.

They must have been there
before. I mean, this .is not my
first semester at Bridgewater State
College, and I drive every day. I
guess because I arrive shortly
after 7 a.m .• so I can park near the
overpass, I just never noticed
them before.
Just the other day, I was
crossing the overpass, and I
stopped to look down on the
parking lot. Chrome and glass
glimed in the sunlight on rows
and rows of parked cars.
Then I noticed them. At least
one or two of them in every row

Dukakis needs to make
'som e 'tou gh decisions'

Could I not cooperate with a
Parkwaiter so he or she would
have a Designate Waitspace ?
Would this cooperatio n help
alleviate the Great Parking
Problem?
This Parkwaite r situation,
however, could be more serious
than at first estimation.

On November 15, Governor
Michael Dukakis addressed a
joint session of the Massachusetts legislature for the first
time since the spring. ·
_Whiie intended to be a "It's
good to be back home" speech,
the governor's works were
anticipated by the press, the
legislature and the public to be
a "blueprint" for dealing with
the state's financial crisis (the
state has borrowed $1.4 billion

r

i

insurance reform bill that he
couldn't find the time to come
home and sign it- he was busy
with other problems (namely,
last-minute campaigning).
Finally, he stated that he did
not underestimate the seriousness of the state's financial
situation; yet, a week ago, he
claimed the problem was not
that serious, was not a crisis.
His solution to the fiscal mess
was an old, vague campaign
cliche: "We're going to have to
make some tough choices." He

n.

l.~c~ed. to

elaborate on _what

OMNIB US
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

F.

inally, the end of the
semester has finally
arrived. Christmas is
less than one month away, and
New Years is behind that. Many
people begin to reflect on the
year's past events. In light of
this, the question, "How far has
the college come since December
of 19&7'?" should be asked.

at GeraxcJ.

f;,;;.<:";

lection).
· .hc)\vever:
Tb;e governor·~ speech,
Mr. Dukakis also said he
however. .was completel y
had tried his best to govern
lacking in substance about
over the last eighteen months,
dealing with the state's crisis,
but this is also a fallacy.
and instead, had scattered
Almost his entire third term
within it remnants of old
has been mainly dedicated, not
Presidentia l campaign themes
to the Commonw ealth, but to ·
and basic contradicti ons with
his quest for higher office.
what he has said in the past.
In the end, his speech
First, the governor said he
neglected to deal with the facts:
was "proud" to be back home
he submitted a poorly-planned
in Massachu setts; however,
budget to a rubber-stam p legithis is not true .because just a
slature, and now he must face
week previous to this, he was
the dire results of that budget.
trying to move down to
Ultimately , we the taxWashington.
payers, we the recipients of
He also said that he was
state-funded higher education,
"proud" of the legislature
will pay the price.
bcause it is on "our side"; this
is unfounded , because he was
Paul Lambert
so "proud" of the legislature 's
Class of 1991

College. Since· the'. time he left,
he was convicted on a variety of
Federal charges, and is in prison
at Allenwoo d, Pennsylva nia.
Indelicato also faces State
charges. which will be heard,
hopefully, within the upcoming

year.
Fast-forwa rding to March of
1988, a Presidenti al Search
Committee was formed to find
the college a new "full-time"
president. The college watched
this group's progress from
hundreds of potential candidates
to a list three names long.
Now, in December of 1988-,
the college still does not have a
president-- still lacks a .person
who can give the college
direction and force it needs-- to

Pay ing for tha t 'A' term pap er
By Joe Sherman

Comment staff
It's about that time -- time to
write term papers. Most students
will be writing their own papers
while others will try to. take the
easy way out by paying someone
to do it for them.
Some people will use any
excuse they can to get out of
. writing a paper, but in· the long
run it's just plain. laziness on
their part.
With the U.S. being such a
commercia l country, anything is
a commodity, and tenn papers are
no exception.
For less than $60 you can buy
a paper with your name on it.

COMM ENTAR Y
Now,· I've· got no problem with
someone making a few extra
bucks, but as _the old adage says,
"Let the buyer beware". A lot of
the time you get what you pay
for, and
students take a
considerable risk when they pay a
"ghost writer" to write their paper
for them .
The biggest problem stud,ents
face is plagiarism . This college
has a strict policy regarding
plagiarism . If found· to be
plagiarizin g, a student faces a
. fine;· expulsion . from the college
and possibly criminal prosecution.

One morning, as I crossed the
overpass, my thoughts were
preoccupi ed with pressing
academic matters. I thought to
deposit .certain library books in
my car before going on to my
next class, and I reached in my
jacket pocket and took out my car
keys. This was the signal.
Instantly several Parkwaite rs
alertly gravitated in my direction.
It was disconcerting to have to
signal these Parkwaiter s that I
was hot, in fact, leaving. The
look of frustration in their eyes
was not, I realized, directed at me
personally, and yet I wonder if. as

the semester progressed and
General Burnout Malaise hits
campus, if one of these
Parkwaiter s, cracking under the
pressure, might suddenly go
berserk and start randomly
ramming parked cars.

Might Lhis madness transfer to
Lhe other Parkwaiter s until the
parking lot became the scene of a
giant demolition derby.
Perhaps the college should
award several extra credits for
Parkwaiti ng. It is excellent
preparation for the real world.
Jane Waugh

The Boa rd of Tru stee s nee ded
to hav e a bet ter exp lan atio n

-

To the Editor:

s

I wondered, did any of them
have a Designated Waitspace .
where they had discovered a
certain car ordinarily left at
approxima tely the same time?
Could this be prearrange d with a
friend? I usually arrive and leave
at the same routine times daily.

.

When ·someone buys a term
paper, they may think, at the
time it's alright, but are unaware
that ·they are passing someone
else's work off as their own.

run the college, effectively.
The finalizatio n of the
President of BSC was to have
been determined by a meeting by
the Board of Trustees. on Monday t
November 28. The Trustees
would have made their selection.
Then all that remained was for
the .Massachu setts Board of
Regents to give their.approval (or
disapprova l) and the college
would be on its rebuilding ways.
Bridgewater would have, more
than likely. had a president
determine d by the Board of
Trustees on November 28, if
ce.rU\i.n.

, All in all, honesty
'policy, and you're
saving .your money
next semester than to
next semester at all.

is the best
better off
to pay for
not be here

The question is:
why was a meeting scheduled on
a day when the probability , of
not having all members present,
was high. The Trustees need to
get their acts together, provided
they believe the college needs a
president.
There seems to be no logical
reason as to why these people
decided to schcdul~ the most
important meeting of the year
during a time when holiday
festivities interrupted planning
schedules.

n\c.tn\-,cn-; nl: \.he \"1·u~;\.ce~

Such.events,-·however,.did not wiih a newPres1 Mt.
·bt er.
come to pass .. The. reason being alternative would be to schedule
: that many or most of the the meeting on December 6, and
colleges were closed during the not planned it for the last week of
Thanksgiv ing holidays, and November . This.way, the college
combined with people's vacation/ would appear semi-organized and
holiday plans, it was not possible capable ofselecting an official.
to gather all the members
The outcome of this delay will
together.
Or so they tell the College only cast a shadow over the
Communit y in a letter released college, furthering its lack of
un-organi zational appearanc e;
by the Trustees.
So, the Board of Trustees Regardless of what anyone else
post-poned the selection date to says, the college has not had a
December 6, or one week later. direction of leader~hip. If the
At least another week passes by Trustees had met, this problem
on the calendar before the college would have been solved. But it
was not.
can have quality leadership.
The Trustees must have known
Anyhow, what could,poss ibly
that such an occurrence as the
happen
in one week?
holiday would disrupt the

Pay atten tion to pers onal

safety first
To the Editor:

Another problem is that of
receiving a grade for the paper. If
someone gets an "A" on a paper
that they didn't write, they
(should) feel guilty about it
If they get a failing mark, then
_ they have wasted· thefr .hard-earned(?) money.

pro~eedings.

We are all aware of the
rapes ·that occur. on this
campus each semester. I
believe it is the job of
Campus Police to protect

our.,.college · community.

The alleged rapes that
have occurred in the Hill
elevators have alarmed
much of the student body.
The administ ration can
g'ive all the rape and
defense lectures they can,
but let's have some police
action, also l

Instead, they choose to
· spend their time writing
tickets. It is encouraging
to know that my car will ·
be _legally parked, but I'd
(Name withheld .. with
prefer to think I was safe! consent of the Editor.)
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Campus Conversation
.

I am an english major and
I have a lot of papers due
at the same time, but I
I don't have many finals.
I I'm worried about the end
of the semester because of
all the \Vork.
1

i
I

ft

It1s overwhelming. I seem
to just have so many
papers.to do at once, but I
donrt feel the pressure. I
tend to blow it off.

ByDebWiUis

:

Comment staff

The whole semester went
by reaHy fast and the end
is going to be really
tough. The teachers are
giving a lot of tests now,
and I'll be glad when ifs
over.

.9Lrts

I haven't even thought
about finals yet, and the
next two weeks, rm concerned about the projects
due.

•

eview

Bridgewater State College's student literary magazine is back!

Poets -Artists - Writers February 1 is the deadline for submission of poems, short
stories, b/w photographs and artwork to be published in the
1989 edition, this spring.

Drop off your entries* at Yl_rts ~view office,
(right inside the Comment),
or stop by for more information.
*All submissions should include a title, (avoid "Untitled"), and name for return.
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'Tis the season to be jolly!
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

Dr. Tracy Baldrate-- lecturer

Think again before calling
someone 'handicapped'
By Caitlin Andrews
Comment staff

Monday evening in the
Bridgewater Dining Room, the
Campus Center Program Committee sponsored faculty lecturer,
Dr. Tracy Baldrate. A cozy group
· of students and faculty attended
the lecture on the topic of
"Handicapped in Society:
·~

' Real View."

soc1e
that are influencing the roles of
the handicapped. These views are:·
civil rights, normalization, and
mainstreaming into the "normal'
classroom. With these cases,
there are still people who
discriminate. Are the laws really
helping those who are impaired?
A true story which Baldrate
shared was that of a farpily who
went out to a restaurant for , ,
Sunday dinner. Among the
family, was a person who had
cerebraf palsy. He was not a
"pretty" person. Because of his
disability. he drooled and had
some difficulty in his muscle
control.
The manager of the restaurant
asked the family to leave the
restaurant due to complaints from
some· customer. The family did
leave. Although, the laws do not
allow discrimination of people in
public places, the law is not there
when the manager asks the
family to leave .their Sunday
dinner.
On the legal level, laws are
helping mainstreaming. Live
experiences, howe~er, do not
occur on the legal levels.
Another topic which Bald.rate
discussed is the terminology that
goes along with the disabled.
Handicapped does not have
respectable origins. The term
came from the saying "cap in
hand-" when beggars would plead
for money from those better off
in society.
Recently, there has been a
change along· the vocabulary of
the 'handicapped.' To have a more
positive response to· people with
a disability, schools are calling

went through to find gifts has
ended within the span of a few
hours. All of the preparation and
work
for this day, which was
The Christmas season has
made,
has come to pass.
finally arrived, spreading joy,
There
is, however, no workpeace, and harmony to the public.
able
solution
to this problem of
Unfortunately, it is also a time
post-holiday
depression.
One idea
in which holiday depression can
is
to
not
think
of
the
sadness,
but
be prevalent.
to
enjoy
the
times
which
are
The depression which people
being spent with family and
experience is often from a result
friends.
from the fact that the holidays are
Christmas and the holiday
a time when family and friends
On Christmas day, after all the season, as the Christmas carols
get together.
joy and happiness of opening the say, is a time to 'spread good
It often happens, however, that presents has abated, a sense of cheer.' It is one of the few times
people can not reserve flights or · sadness looms in the air. The in year when these is a universal
do not have the ability and access elements of surprise and joy have sense of hapiness and peace
around the world. Everyone
disappeared.
to find ways of heading home.
The hard work which people should be part of this experience.
Another problem which contributes to depression is the rush
for holiday shopping, and its
associated results.
Most people either shop for
two months or so before tL e start
of the Christmas season, or begin
on the day after Thanksgiving.
From that time until December
25, people will use most of their
time and energy to find their
friends and family members that
special, perfect gift.

children with a handicap,
exceptional children or physically
challenged children. Unfortunately, it is difficult to change
attitudes.
Bald.rate's definition of handicapped people are those who
require special services or con- ,
siderations in order to realize their
full human potential.
Has anyone been asked to do a
task such as climbing a rope and

ever gotten angry arid thro\VJl out"
some remark in rage? Is .that
person emotionally disturbed?
Were they at that time
imbalanced? Has everyone at one
time been handicapped? Terms are
quite deceiving.
Baldrate .spoke of the Adult
Education. Program which had a
humble· beginning, and was not
always accepted on the campus
with the open arms. Recently
these programs are being

Jim Curtin clowns around on the trapeze while rehearsing for A Comeay of Errors.
(Contributing photo by Ted Ringol_d.)

Clowning around at Brid'gewater State
A Comedy of Errors cast all dressed up and ready to perform

accepted.
Baldrate showed the audien~e a
slide show of what the program
does with the mentally retarded
adults whose ages range from 20
to 67 years old. The adults love
coming to college. ordering in
the snack bar, and doing
educational work as well as
socializing with college students.
Both the BSC students and the
adults who participate, gained an
unforgettable experience.
How can the students of
Bridgewater State College make
an impact· in changing the
attidtudes of people about the·
exceptional and physically
challenge4 segment of our
society?
One can participate in the
Adult Special Education Program
wr ~r:h is on Thursday evenings;
th1;; '"'did Developmental Clinic
which is on Saturday mornings
or get a job from the student
services office. Jobs include
reading for the visually impaired.
These opJ)ortunities, as well as
a variety of others on the college
and in towns, can help students
learn about themselves and other
people.

By Peter Ashworth
Comment staff
Clowns, rhyming couplets,
highwire acts, iambic pentameter, flying trapeze, blank
verse, and rollerskating is not
an average evening of the
theatre. However, the Bridgewater State College Lab
Theatre brings it all together in ·
their production of A Comedy
, of Errors next week. Dr.
Ramczyk and her class have
combined Barnum and Bard in
a show that will delight the
most avid Shakespeare buff and
children of all ages~
The cast has niuch to say
about this performance.
••performing Shakespeare in a
circus format has opened up a
great deal of options," says
. Michael 'Egeon' Leonard. "The
clowns and the gags bring, a
whole other level of comedy."
The clown itself is inherently
theatrical and reinforces
Shakespeare's character types.
Even
in
Shakespeare,
11
•••• Shak:espeare's clowns are
the smartest characters in the

play and are constantly making
jests," states Dan 'Dromino of
Ephesus' Gallager.
One might wonder why
everyone is a clown?
"... because this is a comedy.
The characters do not take
themselves or life seriously, to
analyze, decipher, or even
really question to any extent
the events and courses of their
lives," says Ramczyk. Jim
'Dromio of S)rracuse' Curtain
states," (the clown) com~
pliments the play and makes
the characterizations and die
forwarding of· the plot more
accessible. Shakespeare's Ian~
guage is so accessible· ·and,
enjoyable if you let it."
A special edition of the cast
of characters in A Comedy Of
Errors is the ringmaster. She
presides over all the action of
the play and the circus. Erin
Clinton states," My character
overpowers everyone because I
am always there and always
respected." For those Shakespearean ·rans who are worried
about this show destroying
Shakespeare, put those ~ears to

rest. Laurie 'Lady Abbess'
Andruk, w.ho attended .the
National Shakespeare Conservatory in New York, states,"
We have not· changed his
concept, but merely made it
easier to understand and more
enjoyable to anyone."
Heather 'Angelo' Eggert has
a suggestion: "(Everyone)
should come to see the show
to be exposed to some classic
literature that is· actually fun.
They can be pleasantly sur-

prised to hear Shakespeare's
words coming from painted
faces."
Melissa 'Courtezan' Freedman also adds " .. .it's a different
kind of experience and they
(audience) will see a buncli of
people who worked very hard
to give them a very special and
fun show.
A Comedy of Errors will be
playing December 8,, 10, and
11at8:00 p.m. The show will
be at 10:00 a.m. on December
9, 12 and 13. Admission is
free. The show is being held in
the
Campus
Center
Auditorium.
0
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Afro - America n
Society

shapes. The results is a series of
dream-like environments that
puzzle the viewer's sense of
reality. The gallery is located at
770 Main Street in Cambridge.
The exhibit is open to the public
Tuesday through Saturday from
11:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. There
is no admission charge.

Comedy

Poul Goines (Staff photo by
Kirk Van Dyke)
Founded in the fall of 1969,
Bridgewater's Afro-American
Society provides social and
cultural awareness for its
members, as well as the entire
college community.
The
organization schedules a number
of cultural activities during the
year and hosts many educational
programs during Black History
Month. Of equal importance is
the fonnal ce!ebration planned for
Reverend Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., slain civil rights
leader, during the month of
January which the club will
sponsor.
Assistant to the President for
Affirmative Action. Paul Oaines.

December 7 at 8:30 p.m. in
the Campus Center Ballroom, the
Campus Center Program Committee welcomes three comedians
for Club Soda. Tickets will be
available in the information
booth. Come one, come all for a
!aught Stay tuned for more
information.

Financial planning
Everyone is invited to attend
the Financial Planning Seminar
on Wednesday, December 7 at
11 :00 a.m. in the Hingham
Hanover Duxbury Room in the
Campus Center. The speaker will
be Michael Mucci of IDS/
American Express, he will
discuss financial planning and
how to apply it to college
students. The seminar is
sponsored by the Public
Relations Seminar class.
Admission is free.

is he
t?tff'c:e!f1£Jef(. 'gf3 ;
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o cge. Gaines has dedicated 20
years to helping minority
students. The Afro-American
Society would like to recognize
him for his dedication and
friendship to the society.

Celtic's great M.L. Carr will
be lecturing Wednesday, December 7 at noon in the Campus
Center Ballroom. Bring your
lunch box and listen to Carr
discuss his life and his newly

released book. "Don't Be Denied;"
This event is sponsored by the
Campus Center Program
Committee.

Music
BSC Chamber Singers will
be performing at Boyden
Auditorium for the Christmas
Concert on December 9. The
concert will begin at 8 p.m.
Admission will be free.

r-----.---,
CHESS CLUB.
. Th~ Japan Exchange andTeaching
Program seeks to promote mutual
understanding between Japan and
the U.S. by inviting young native
speakers of English to Japan for a
year to teach English at
the local junior high
and senior high school levels.

Term: One year, August 1, 1989 - July 31, 1990
Eligibility Requirements:
U.S. citizenship
age under 35 as of August 1, 1989
,
at least a B.A. degree as of August 1, 1989
Applications must be postmarked no later than· December 15t
1988. For fUrther infonnation and applications, please contact
Elizabeth Schaefer at the Japanese Con5ulate in Boston (617) ,
':Ji:>-~172, or Chris Luccis at the J.E.T. Office at the Embassy in
Washington~ (202) 939-6779.

-----·----

There wiHhe a meeting of
the Chess Club on
Thursday,
the Gam1eJ.<.

Any

ed.in

t:~sc '1\\il~ll~ :S:fd
in playing chess should
meet at this time.
.I
I
I The meeting will last for I
I approximate ly half-an- I
I
hour
I

------ ------ ------ ------ -- L ...... - - - - - ..... .J

Morion Wilson (Staff photo
by Debra Willis)
The Afro-American Society is
pleased honor Marlon Wilson,
Class of 1991, as member of the
· the month for November, 1988.
Wilson is a valuable asset to the
Afro-American Societ~; ·he is
responsible for much of the
organization's publicity and a
number of artistic designs.

Art

The Handel & Hayden Society
Chorus and Period Orchestra will
perform the "Messiah" with
·Christopher Hagwood, conducting. A Christmas Buffet will
be held before the concert in the
Campus Center Ballroom. For
tickets and information call the
Office of Alumni Relations at
697-1287.

Theatre
What do high wire acts, trapeze
artists, roller skaters, cyclists,
twirlers, tumblers, gymnists, and
clowns have in common? To the
Bridgewater State College
Laboratory Theatre, all this
means Shakespeare's The
Comedy of Errors; to be pre-

Clarence Kennedy Gallery. of
Cambridge, MA. will exhibit
frorn November 1- December 17,
1988 hand colored photographs
by Gloria DeFilipps Brush. sented in December 8, 10, and 11.
Gloria DeFilipps Brush creates at 8 p.m. and December 9, 12,
spaces in miniature which aie in. and 13 at 10 a.rn. th~ Campus
many ways akin to theatrical ·Center Auditorium. Come and
sets. In each tableau she juxta- see The Greatest Show on Earth
poses unexpected objects and doing the Bard.
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An insigh t to the Veitnam era
By Bryon Hayes
and John Burns
Comment staff

It was a time of peace and
love, of war and hate. The year
was called 1969, and so is the
latest film about the Vietnam era.
While most of the recent films
in this genre have taken a look at
the war "on its own terms," 1969
concentrates on the lives of those
who stayed behind.
Scott Denny and Ralph Carr,
(Kiefer Sutherland and Robert
Downey, Jr.}, are 19-year-old
college students who are in
school for one basic reason: to
avoid the draft.
Scott's brother, a Marine who
is being "shipped out," and their
father, Cliff, (Bruce Dem), a
World War II veteran,
wholehearted ly support the war,
and can't understand Scott's
attitude that it is wrong, and is
"not his war."
Ralph's younger sister doesn't
seem to fully grasp the situation
in the beginning but, after
becoming accidently "involved"
in a protest at the boys' college
campus, she takes the opinion
that maybe her brother and ·his
friend are right
The film itself is almost a
throwback to the days of peace
medallions and VW microbusses painted with the emblems
of hippiedom.
For starters, the film is just
that, a film.
In this day of videotape

production, (granted, not
everything is done in that
medium). 1969 is almost
conspicuou s in its film
"qualities."
The "softness" of the pictures,
the certain "fuzziness," however
slight, of closeups, and the
not-quite-real depth of the scenes
lend themselves well to capturing
the "dreamlike" life in the
smalltown "which hadn't come
out of the 50s yet" where the
action takes place.
Between this, the music (from
such late-60s standbys as Cream,
the Stones, The Grateful Dead
and the Beatles).
and the
concentratio n on the conflict
between the "patriots" and the
"hippies," 1969 comes across as
a throwback to the films of this
genre that were abundant in the
early- and mid-70s.
The difference is that as we are
beginning to come to grips with
the many mistakes that were
made at the end of that decade,
(on both sides of the Vietnam
issue), we have had several recent
opportunities to look at the war

overseas.
What we haven't looked
seriously at though, is the
phenomeno n of what was
happening in the college-aged
generation at this time . .1969,
via the ·vision of writer/director
Ernest (On Golden. Pond)
Thompson, does a strong job
presenting one view of that side
of the era.
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Classifieds
Quality T)·ping,
Speedy Service-

$8,000.00. Positions filling
fast. Call (508) 481-5504 ask

Also editing or rewriting
assistance. Term papers,
resumes, grant
theses~
proposals, etc. Call 583-5124.

for Robert Martwick.

l\,fanagement

Opportunites Run your own summer
business. We provide the
training, support~ necessities.
Average summer earnings:

Sun! Parties! Fun!
All this and more is waiting
for you in Jamaica, Cancun~
Acapulco, and Datona. Make
your spring reservations now
to ensure a space. Call Linda
Dutra at 697-5146 or Michele
Donnelly at 697-5525 for

~f usicians

and
EntertainersEarn extra money performing
for small groups of patients in
a living room setting for
approximately one hour.
Informal and relaxed. Call
Shirley Ezcrnis at the Brockton
Hospital 586-2600, extension
2543 for more information

Cruise Ships Now hiring men and women.
Summer and career opportunities (will train). Excellent
pay plus world travel. Hawaii.
Bahamas, Caribbean. etc. Call
Now! (206) 736-7000 Ext.
367C.

reservations.

1978

Dodge

Aspen

Wagon. Auto, AC, P.B .• P.S .•
V-8 runs good. asking $650.
Call 822-0887 after 6 p.m.

1982 Chevy Citation 4-door hatchback, automatic
transmission V-6 engine.
Sl 750 or best offer. Call
843-3593.

l\1otorcycles For Sale
KZ650, KZ450Nceds some work; basically
good condition. Call evenings:
508-295-8459.

1976 Pontiac
VenturaRecent tune up. Passed
inspection in October. $600.
or best offer. Call 673-0442
before 11 a.m. or between 6-8
p.m.

Announcements
Concert at
Bridgewater State
College - Jazz
Orchestra

Attention All BSC
Student Apartinent
Residents

Featuring 19 pieces. Featuring
Joe Casano (Sum Kenton), Gary
iohnson (Artie Shaw); Ken Reid
(Artie Shaw). Rick Stcpton
(Buddy Rich} on December 6,
1988, in the Library Lecture Hall
from 7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.,
Admission is free and is open to ·
Lhc public.

Criminal Law
Internship

The Office of S ludcnt Services
is presently seeking candidates for
the position of Resident
Assistant for second semester '89.
Applications are available in l11e
Resident Director's Office at the
Student Apartments beginning
Wednesday, November 30th. All
applications and rccommcndations are due back in the
Apartmcnr RD's Qffice by ·

or contact: Denise DeForest,
Internship Coordinator, Public
Defender Service, 451 Indiana
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. ·
·20001. 800-341-2582.

Earn $5 per hour and make your
own hours. Tutors are needed in
all subject areas, but especially in
Pointing Alcohol Responsibility
Accounting, Computer Science,· Towards Yourself is sponooring a
Math1 and Foreign Languages. social in the Ra'thskeller, Sunday,
Interested students .contact Joanne December 11 from 4:30 p.m.
McKee, ·Progress/ Outre~ch until 7:30 p.m.,Food and enterOffice, Hanington Hall, tainment. No alcohol will be
697-1241.
served.

Bridgewa.ter State
College Karate Club

Student Referral ··
Service

We will be hosting a
NAKFJNECKC Shotokan Karate
Tournament at the BSC gym on
Sunday, December 4,. from 10:30
a.m. - 8 p.m. Admission is $1
for BSC students and children
under 12, all others $2.

Many . part-time job opportunitie8 available. If you are
looking for a part-time job stop
by and .check out om listings.
Our office is ·open Monday· Friday 9 a;m. - 2 p.m. We are
located in Tillinghast Hall T-6.

The Public Defender in
Washington, D.C. is now
accepting applications from
undergraduate and graduate
students for its Criminal Law
Internship Program for the
Spring and Swnmer of 1989.
Interns are trained in the basics
of defense theory and investigative te~hniques~ and are
assigned to work one-on..:one with
a staff attorney. Further details

Student Alumni
R~lations Council
SARC - meetings will be held
on Mondays from 6-7· o'clock in
the Plymouth County Room;
Campus Center. New members
are welcome.

New ··Library Fines
Policy
Dr. Owen T.P. McGowan,
director of the Maxwell Library,
has ann~ a new library fines

~XXXXXXXX:il:XXll.XXJICX)l(:JCXIXIlllCXIXIIXXXXX:~
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~ policy,eff~tivei~mediately. '
General cll'Culat1on ·books and
=

otheritems incur a fine of .10 per

)I(

:

~

kept ov~rdue, to a maximum
=day
of $10 per item. This amount is
by one-half if the fine is
=. reduced
paid when the item is returned.
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Fraternity, Sorority, and Clubs or any other
student (resident or commuter) interested in
forming a. 'Safety Advisory Committee' to
meet on a monthly basis, please contact:

:

~

~

:

~

)I(

-·---~-----=
)I( .
WBIM-FM

•

= Free advertising is available to
)I(
)I(
~

~

all clubs and organizations
through WBIM. your college
The Campus Po.lice
radio station. To channel your
make use of the
announcement,
Safety Officer Ken Moore
)I( Public Service Departmetnt. If
)I(
Saturday thru Wednesday, 4 to 12 p.m.
your club or organization would
(508) 697-1380
like to utilize this service there
)I( are simple steps to follow.
)I( Public Service Announcement
)I(
(P .S.A.) forms are available at
the infonnation booth located on
XI ]I[ X ]I[ I I llC JC llC lClClC JC]l[]I[][ I ll:IJIC :X :X ]l[]I[ ]l[][:JC][~ the second· floor of the campus
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center.

To fill these out simply include
your name, the name of your
organization and both a start and
finish date that you want the
message to be read. This form
must be written in a speaking
style as it will be read directly
over the air. Once the form is
completed, simply return it to the
info. booth for director approval
·
by Dr. Richard Veno.
Please plan an announcement at
least a week to two weeks in
advance. For more information,,
contact Karen Coons. ·Public

Choral Society
Announces Times
for Meetings

to:
charge by writing
Publication Sales, Corporation
for Public Broadcasting, 1111
16th Street, N.W.,, Washington.
D.C. 20036.

Office of
Admissions
Currently selecting students to
participate in the Admissions
Tout Program. This program
enables prospective students and
their families to vmt ~~.pus

and .to meet

cmrent'ii11,1~"""1111w11~,,,"''""'*ll

a.m. and at 3 p.m.
All enthusiastic students please
contact Pant Bonittc in the Office
of Admismons, Tillinghast Hall.

If you ·have an interest in
Adult Children of
singing but didn't know if there
was a club suited for this Alcoholics
interest.Then Join Us!
There will be a group meeting
The Chorale Society is now
looking for singeIS. The Chorale for adult children of alcoholics
every Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the
Society is both a club and a claSs
where you could receive one Counseling Center, Harrington
Hall. If you need additional.
credit for joining.
If you are interested, then either · information, call the counseling
get in contact with the Music center at 697-1332.
Department at ext. 1377.
Better yet, come to one of our
rehearsals every Monday and
Wednesday afternoons between 3
and 4:15 p.m. in Boyden English Club Meets
Auditorium.
On Monday, December 5, there
will be an English Club meeting
Public Broadcasting at 3:00 p.m. in the Plymouth
County Room, across from the
Free guide to
Information Booth in the
V oluntee1'. and
Campus Center. All interested in
Internship
joining, no matter what their
major, are welcome. At this
Programs
meeting, ·we will discuss goals
The Corporation for Public th.e club hopes to accompli$h and
Broadcasting is now offering a ideas anyone might have. This is
free guid~ .entitled: Guide to open to all members of the BSC
Volunteer and Internship community.
Programs in Public Broadcasting;·
This 1988-89 edition contains
information about 276 public
Group Meeting for
television stations and
radio
organizations 1n 48 states, Survivors of Incest
Washington D.C., and Puerto
This group will meet Wednesays
Rico that provide opportunities
to students and community at 3 p.m. at the Counseling
people to obtain hands-on Center in Harrington Hall. If you
experience in public broadcasting. are interested, please call Susan
A single copy is available free of Zeichner at 697-1331.

and
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Bears continue to roll

CoITiing into focus

gave Bridgewater to bre3k from
and support in rebounding. The
Bears were ahead by 15 points
over Suffolk in the half 42-27
and continued to further their lead
by a 20 point win margin at the
game's final.
Head

Coach

By Tom Magee
Comment staff

With three weeks left in
the season, the NFL
Playoff picture is still not
totally clear with only one
team having clinched its
division, Buffalo. The
other five divisions are
still up in the air,
especially the AFC West
and NFC East, and the
wild card spots are wide
open.

Mark

Champagne in his sixth year

coaching said "We just got up
and overplayed" in the first half
and essentially took them out of
the game in the first half.
Champagne continued by saying
that "We are way ahead of last
year. We are at midseason form
defensively, though we still have
things to work on and improve,
we .have good chemistry getting
more play from the players." The
league is much better this year
according ~o Champagne, and
should prove to be intere~ting to
see who will rise to the top:

· From the AFC East, Buffalo
be going to the playoffs
but most likely no wild card
births will be gotten by either
the Patriots or Indianapolis ·
with the Patriots loss on
Sunday. The only way either
team has a chance of winning
is if Cleveland, the ,c,losest,
wild card contender, loses but
neither the Pats or Colts arc
playing Cleveland in the last
three games and their chances

Will

BSC Men's Basketball next
home- game is Wednesday ,
December 7 against Babson·. at ,
7:00. Uniquely, however, the
team will also be collecting old
usable toys to be given to the
Salvation Army to be distributed
according in good will. All
spectators are welcome to Sky high- George Anderson brings In two points as he out
p~rt,1~iJ;)ac~1r-iR·1tlre5':etH.tlecti:on · of - maneuvers Bfll Fenton (40) of Suffolk. (Staff photo by Paul

··t6YS.. ·

.

Cournoyer) .

;

55-2~, ENC would go on to

score: six points· before BSC
would score again, with·ENC's
Sherri Cove(22), Stephanie
Stahl(23), ~~Tricia Bradley(31)
each scoring two points.
BSC re-entered ther game with
just under thirteen minutes to go
when BSC's Connie DeVries(41)
and Lisa Weinherg(45) each added
their points to. the board. As the
nine minute mark approached ,
both teams had gained and the
score was 64-43. With 8:32 left,

ENC

i·

showed more its which ENC then stole, but ENC
weaknesses in shooting as failed to make anything 9f it.
Houdle shot from behind the ENC did go on to score their last
backboard ·and missec!. She then two points .with just 24 seconds
went on to miss one Qf her two · remaining. BSC score their final
foul shots, leaving the score at points from two foul shots by
Lisa Orlanderlo(1 2), bringing a
66-45.
Over the next five. minutes, final score of 81-58.
BSC would gain another nine
The Lady Bears' next two
games
are away at Roger
points and ENC another five for a
total of 73-50. Within the next Williams on December 1 and St.
minute and a half, ENC would go Josephs on December 3. They
to thdine twice, but only gained play again at home on December
one point. Then, with 1:42 left 6 when they take on WPI at
to the game, BSC missed a shot 7p.m ..

Tampa Bay, Dc.troi t and Green

to

~·cs\.

of th~ir

\ast few wi:.:.c.\<..s h\1\. a ':>\ow an~\

:ao * spot~.dic start.Jo. lh,o, ,,s,p~~Jh -.

galJl~S. b·~t ~Y:e'~ ·if :they
Cincinnati would have the wild
.,q~ spot. . , ·
,; : . .
· ,~;r.h~ AJt~ We~teL,"n .divisiqn. ·
is:tn+Iy a mess with only two
_tea~ns playing just bcitenhan
;500 football. The only team
that could mak~ the play.offs
and pose a threat to the ot1ter
-divisions would be Denver
who should clinch the
division. Both Seattle. and the
, Raiders will be closei bµt
neither will be able tO overtake
. Denvyr or capture a wild card
birth.
·

will cosuhcm in the end., · ·
The way playoffs look right
now the teams should.be the
following. From the AFC:
Buffalo from the .Eas.t;
Cincinnati from the Central;
and Denver from the West,
with Houston and Clcvclaml
gelling wild card slots. From
the NFC: the Git.rn.ts in the
East; the Bears from the
Central ;md New Orlcansfrom
the West with San Francisco
and Minnesota getting the wild
card spoLs.

Ball without Bird
cont.from p. 19

Hook Shot- Lisa Orlandello tries to hook in two points forBSC over 5' 1O" Stephanie
Stahl of ENC.(Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer)

Looking to the NFC East it
appears similar to the AFC
West, two tcams,Philad elphia
and New York Giants, are
playing sporadically good
( football and in the end the
Giants will most likely clinch
just edging out the Eagles.
Unless either of those teams
start to play more stable ball,
there will not be a wild card
team from this division.
The Chicago Bears are sure
to clinch the NFC Central
division with one the strongest
teams in either league. The
Minnesota Vikings will finish
close behind capturing one of
the wild card positions. It
would take a turn around by
Chicago for the Vikings to be
able to catch t~cm and that
should not happen. The other
three teams in this ·<H visiqn,

Bay arc some of the worst· in
football and a striking contri1st
to the Vikings and Bears.
The NFC West is a Clbse
are 'slim.
division where New Orleans
' · Ci'~cinnati appears· be the and San Francisco,( one 0f the
AFC cent.ral division· team to best rivalries in the gamc),arc
beat ana· will most likely in a race for the division title.
clinch the division. Both
New Orleans will probably
Houston and Clevciand are the . lake the title just rending off
two ·strongest wild card
San Francisco but whoever
contenders in the·AFC with no loses will most likely get on
one team 1closing in. Houston the wild card slots. The LA.
may overtake Cincinn~\ti· if Rarns will stay close in the
they win the

cont.from p._ 20
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NFL Play off Picture

cont.from p. 20
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back-up for the starters, most
specifically a dependable
reserve center. (BillWalton
played in 90 games in 1986
when the Celtics won their last
championshi p). And now the
. Celtics are without Larry Bird
for up to three more months,
after he had operations on both
ankles to remove bone spurs,
which would aggrevate his
achilles heels_ nightly. The
main question around town
now is whether the Celtics
· have a strong enought team to
hold on until Bird gets back,
hopefully with a chance to get
into the playof(s.
The addition over the past
two seasons of promising new
· players, such as Reggie Lewis,
Brad Lohouse, Brian Shaw, and
Jim Paxson, along with new
head coach Jimmy Rogers, and
a new up-tempo playing style,

have provided Celtics fans with
the hope that a seventeenth
Championsh ip banner can be
hoisted up to the Garden rafters
in June. The new players arc
exciting to watch. They're
enthusiastic and athletic ... and
undisciplined and a little weak
on defense. Celtics' veterans
like McHale, Ainge, Johnson,
and Parish are still dominating
players; and chances are the
Celtics will probably stagger
through a long, grueling
season, until: Bird gets back,
and fight their way into the
playoffs.
Then Watch Out
That's right Patrick, and
Moses, and Michael, and
Counterfeit Bill. and Worm
(alias
Rodman),
and
Dominique, and Akeem, and of
course - Magic. You guys had
better lace up your shoes a
little tighter, because the Thrill
will be back.
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FALL'S FINAL FIGURES
WOMEN'S TENNIS (8-5)

IDIVIDUAL RECORDS
SINGLES
NAME
WON
Kristy Freedman
Pam Wheeler
Kara Cannney
Christine Gates
Deb Whipple
Pat Carling
Mimi Comeau
Christine Aylward
Kim Grande
Jen DeMeglio

BSC SCORE

LOSS
4
6

7

7
6

BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC

2
4

6
6

6
8
3

5
1
0
0
0

5
1
0

DOUBLES

Field Hockey

NAMES

WON

LOSS

Comeau I Carling
Gates I Whipple
Comeau I Aylward
Canney I Gates
Canney I Wheeler
Wheeler I Freedman
DeMeglio I Grande
Aylward I Grande
Carling I Whipple
Whipple I Canney

6
5

1
1

4

2

2

0

2
2
1
0
0
0

0
5
2

BSC

OPPONENT

SCORE RECORD

1

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE

2

SIMMONS
NORTH ADAMS STATE
PINE MANOR
SALVE REGINA

3

5
3
7
7

3
6
1

SALEMSI'ATE
SMU
WESTFIELD STAIB

6
5
9
&
2
5

8
7
6

2
3

4
0

REGIS
ROGER WILLIAMS
CURRY
ASSUMPTION
STONEllllL

1
7
4

0-1
0-2
0-3
1-3
1-4
2-4
3-4
4-4
5-4
6-4
7-4
7-5

8-5

lVIASCAC RECORD: 2-1

1
1
1

Volleyball

Women's Tennis

Team

Leagge

Overall

Team

Leagye

Overall

Team

Lea~~

Overall

Bridgewater

5-0
3-1-1

11-3-2
11-4-3

Bridgewater

2-1
2-1

8-5
5-4

Bridgewater
Salem

6-0
5-1

14-12-1
9-15

Fitchburg
North Adams
Worcester

2-4
1-5
0-6

7-24

Salem

Salem

8-8
2-14

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer
Team

League

Overall

Salem

4-0

Westfield

3-1

Framingham

2-2

Bridgewater
North Adams

1-3
0-4

13-6
10-4-1
10-8
6-8

Leag:ye

overall

6-0-1
5-2

North Adams
Bridgewater
Westfield

5-2
5-2
3-4
1-5-1
1-6
0-5-2

14-2-1
16-2-2
11-7
10-6-2
12-4-1
3-13-1
4-12-1
6-9-3

Lei:J,gye

Overall

5-0
3-2
3-2

7-2

Framingham

8-11

Worcester
Mass Maritime

Men's Tennis

Football

Team

Leagge

Overall

Salem

6-0
4-1
4-1

6-1

North Adams
Westfield
Fitchburg
Bridgewater
Worcester
Mass Maritime

Team
Fitchburg
Salem

3-20
0-26

7-3

3-3

5-5
4.;6

2-4

4-4

1-5
0-6

J.:.9
0-6

Team
·Worcester
Mass Maritime

Bridgewater
Westfield
Framingham
Fitchburg

.•

5-4
5-4

5-4

3-2
1-4

2-7
0-9

0-5

1988-89 MASCAC All Conference selections
Field Hockey

Women's Tennis
Kara Canney (singles)
Kristy Friedman (singles)

Deb Whipple (singles)
Christine Gates (singles)

Whipple/Gates (doubles)
Carling/Comeau (doubles)

First Team
First Team
First Team
First Team
First Team
First Team

Men's Tennis
Ho Jun Park (singles)
Minh Vu (singles)
ParkNrona (doubles)

Kathy McGough
Andrea Erickson
Kate Carney
Kelly Byrne
Martha Wall
Melinda Moleon

Bill Macri (DT)

Tim Philpott (DE)

\Votnenfs Soccer

Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention

Karen Calabrese
Kara Kennedy
Leslie Cotter

First Team
First Team
First Team·

Cathy Karl (setter)

Nancy Leger (hitter)
Jennifer Mosca (setter)

Second Team
Second Team
Second Team

First Team

Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention

Men's Soccer

Volleyball

1988 New England Football Conference All Star Teain
Brian Jones (LB)

First Team
First Team

First Team
First Team

Honorable Mention

Nuno Melo
Mike 0 Connor
Domingos Leal
1

First Team

Honorable Mention
Honorable Mention

Cross Country
Mel Gonsalves

Norm Atchue
Beth Mosher

First Team
First Team
First Team

0
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INDIVID'tJAL SCORING

FOOTBALL (5-4)
BSC SCORE
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC

3
6
7
28
9
23

16
20
34

OPPONENT

SCORE

PLYMOTJllISTATE
UMASS-BOSTON
WORCESTER STATE
FITCHBURG STATE
SMU
FRAMINGHAM STATE
WESTHELDSTATE
MASS. MARITIME
WN.E.C.

RECORD

25
0
14
0
22
14
21
3

4-4

0

5-4

0-1
1-1
1-2
2-2
2-3
3-3

3-4

'ID

PATS

OfHER

Rob Charters
Mark Sarkisian
Ed Sopp
Tom Egan
Jeff Lane
Bob Brackett

0
0
0
0

Jerry McGrath
Tim Philpott

6
4
3
3
1
1
1
0

0
0

30
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

Total

19

0

32

1UfAL

NAME

66
24
18
18
6

Chris Patot.a
Sean Frazier
Carlos Oliveira
Jeff Lane
Jorge Orta

6

Dave Adams

6
2

146

PAT-PATA
15-19

G
9

Rob Charters

FG-RJA l.G

iUfAL

5-12

30

48

NAME

G

ATI

c

%

'IDS

INf

'ID

Rob Charters
JimSperzel
Doug Benoit
Chuck Lindberg
Jerry McGrath

7
3
2
1

78

33
29
1
1

.42
.45

389
289

5

.33
1.00

40

7
0

0

.000

38
0

0
0

5
0
0
1

Totals

65
1
148

9

64

.43

12

746

0

6

NAME

G

ATI

YDS

ID

AVG

Tom Egan
Mark Sarkisian
Rob Charters
Sean Connor
Bob Brackett
Mike Lawson
Chris Concherl
funSperzel
Doug Benoit
Chris Gallagher
Totals

9
9
7

109
104
117

441
420

279

3
3
6

4.04
4.04
2.38

5
7
4
2

36
26

133

0

3.70

121
34
6
-1
-6

1

4.65

0
0
0
0
0

2.43

3
3
1

35

11
1

-12

9

457

1413

1eny McGrath
Sean Tieman
Tom Egan
Glen Gonsalves
Mark Sarki.sian
Chuck Lindberg
Jeff Lane
Totals

G

REC

YDS

~

'1.1

.~tJ~'.I

9

17
6

22

4

4

43·

4

4
1
1
64

16
17

6
1
1
9

'ID

9

6

39

6
3
2
1
1

53

0
0

29

()

10

0

0
0

0
0

Paul Burke

9
9
9
9
9
9

1

5

0

Totals

9

19

136 .

0

NAME

G

ID

YDS

AVG

Bl.K

Chuck Lindberg

9

58

Tim Philpott

1

1

1868
-1

32.2
-1.0

1
0

Total

9

59

1867

31.6

1

2.00
-0.02
-0.54
-12.00

13

NAME

G

ID

YDS

ID

AVG

Mike Lawson
Jerry McGrath
Glenn Gonsalves
Chris Gallagher

9

14

4.36

10

2
3·

61
59
16
7

0

9
9
9

0
0
0

5.90
8.00
2.33

Totals

9

29

143

0

4.93

KICK RETURNS

NAME

G

ID

Glenn Gonsalves
Mike Lawson
Tom Egan
Jerry McGrath
Kevin Marino

9
9
9
9
9

7
7
4
2
1

Totals

9

21

3.09

201

38

746

ID
·:·:f.:

•1 ;

0
0
0

1
0
1
6

AVG

}~~i~i;:~:t~~:f!·~±Jti:;;.'

11.8

3.6
10.7
4.0
17.0
38.0

11.7

YDS

ID

AVG

114

16.3

40

0
0
0
0

12.5
20.0

7

0

7.00

324

0

15.4

113
50

16.1

TEAM TOTALS

RECEIVING
NAME

IDS

PUNT RETURNS

RUSHING

14
3

17

PUNTING

PASSING

3

ID

G

KICK SCORING

NAME

Decembet t, 1988

INTERCEP TIONS

NAME

0
0

Thursday~

SCORING

FlRSTDOWN S
·1U!b(~'.
. .. ··.
~1 ~
~'f!r.:Y.DS)'•

: . , ; .•

• I ',,.

• .

PASSINGYDS
PASSING(AIT-C-1)
TOfALYDS
PLAYS
PENALTIES{NO-YDS)
FUMBLES(OWN-LOST)
RETURN YARDS

BSC

OPPONENTS

146

99

124

451~1413

746
148-64-12
2159(239.8)

102

3'13;.818
857
186-75.:.19
1675(186.1)

605

576

53-514

74-609
24-12
642

36-19
455

VOLLEYBALL (14-12-1)
BSC SCORE OPPONENf
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC

0
1
3
1
3
0

0
1

BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC

2
2

BSC
BSC
BSC

3
3

BSC
BSC

3

BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC

2
0

BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC

1
1

2

0

SMU
ROOER WILUAMS
WHEATON
CLARK
NORTH ADAMS STATE
TUFTS
WEI.LESLEY
BRYANT COLLEGE
RIC INVITATIONAL
RIC
UMASS-BOSfON
WESLEYAN
WESLEYAN
BABSON
FUCHBURG STATE
E.NAZARENE
WORCESTER STATE
STONEIDIL
SMITH INVITATIONAL
UMAINE-FARMJNG.

L
L

0
3
0

w
L
w

2
2

L
L
L

3
1
0
2
2
0

w
w
L
L

w
w

1
3

L

0

w

3

L

0

w

2
1

L

GAMES
8-15,9-15
11-15,15-13.11-15
15-3,15-7,15-7
12-15,16,14,8-15,6-15
15-8,15-9,15-7
13-15,12-15
10-15,11-15
11-15,12-15,16-14,2-15
15-1.10-15,15-8
15-9,15-4
15-7,9-15,7-15
18-16,10-15,8-15
15-1,15-13,15-11
15-1,13-15.15-6,15-12
·8-15,16-14.15-14,15-13,
1-15,11-15
15-7,15-7,15-3
15-17,10-15,12-15

1

SMITI-1

w

2

L

REGIS
ASSUPTION
SALEM STATE
WESTFIEI.DSTATE
FRAMINGHAM STATE

0

w
w
w
w
w

15-6,15-3
11-15,15-10,15-1
15-3, 13-15,15-8,15-11
15-9,15-10,15-3
15-4,15-8,15-3

1

CONN. COLLEGE

SMU

0
2

3

2
2

W/L

15-3,15-9
6-15,8-15
16-14,3-15
15-10,8-15,15-3
15-6,15-0

SMlTI-1

2

2
3
3

SCORE

MASCAC CHAMPION S: 6-0

1
1
0
0

T

':
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FALL'S FINAL FIGU RES
FIELD HOCKEY (11-3-2)
BSC SCORE OPPONENT
SCORE
BSC 0
WPI
2
BSC 3
S..MArnE
3(20T)
BSC 1
WHEATC1.~
0
BSC 0
BENTI.EY
2
BSC 4
PINE MANOR
0
BSC 2
SMU
1(20T)
BSC 1
KEENE STATE
1(20f)
BSC 3
FRAMJNGHAM STATE 0
BSC 3
PLYMOUTH STATE
2(20T)
BSC 2
WORCESI'ER STATE
0
BSC 4
WESTFIELD STATE
3(20T)
BSC l
SALE..M STATE
0
BSC 3
ASSUMPTION
1
BSC 2
ST. MICHAEL'S
0
BSC 6
FITCHBURG STATE
0

INDIVIDUAL SCORING
NA\IB
GOALS

RECORD
0-1
0-1-1
1-1-1
1-2-1
2-2-1
3-2-1
3-2-2
4-2-2

5-2-2
6-2-2

7-2-2
8-2-2
9-2-2
10-2-2
11-2-2
NCAA REGIONAL TOURNEY@ Cortland State. NY
BSC 1
2(30T)SO 11-3-2
WILLIAM SMITH
1988 MASCAC CHAMPIONS
{5-0)

SCORE

OPPO:NENI'

BSC

2

BSC

BSC
BSC

1
0
3

HOLYCROSS
BRANDEIS

BSC

2

BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC

I
0
0

BSC

BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC

0
4
0
0
3
5

SCORE

S.MAINE

3

SALVE REGINA

0

ROOER WIUJAMS
MASS. MARIT™E
SMU

1
0
0

UMASS-BOSTON

3
1
0
1
2
2
0

STONEHllL

SUFFOLK

NORTH ADAMS STATE
FITCHBURG STATE
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
WORCESTER STATE
EASTERN NAZARENE

0-0-1
0-1-1
0-2-1
1-2-1
2-2-1
3-2-1
3-2-2

Erika Hard.L'llan

4

Kelly Byrne
Mart.ha Wall
Joanne Smith
Melinda Mole.on
Cynt.llla Costa.
Randi Cote
Marilyn Gomes

3

10

8
4
3
3
2
2
2

0
1

2
0
1

2
1
0

2
1

KAIB SlJUIVAN 16

0
1

1

0

36

14

50

17

154

4
3
3
2
2

Nllllo Melo

JoeBonnano
Nick Zeoli
Tim Carey
Jeff Seeley
Dave Floeck.
John Sikes
Chris Joyce
Geoff Jumper
Dan Bourgery

..

3-3:..2

4-:4.:2.
4-5-2
4-6-2
5-6-2.

Totals

7

POINTS
20

3

11

4
2
3

10
8

7
7

3

6

2

2
2
1

0

1

0

5
3
,,....
2

30

21

83

.· {)"6-2

so

1.06 .901

INDVIDUAL SCORING:
ASSISTS
GOALS
NM1E
2
9
Domingos Ual

3-4-2

SAVES SAVES% GM
0.93
.911
133

7-6~2

8-6-2

SALEM STAIB

FOINI'S
14

GOALKEEPING
NAME
G SAVES GA GM SAVE%

RECORD

2(20T)
2

5
7

Totals

MEN'S SOCCER (10-6-2)
BSC

ASSISTS
3
5
1
0

n

Kathy McGough
Andrea Erickson
Kate Camey

Totals

18 1:'

1.::9

MASCAC RECORD: 5-2 (2nd PLACE)

WOMEN'S SOCCER (6-8)
BSC SCORE OPPONENT
BSC

BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC

0
0
2
1

SCORE

SALEM STATE
WESTFIELD STATE
W. NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE
FRAMINGHAM STATE

0

COLBY

2

NORTH ADAMS STATE

1
3
1
3
0
4

INDIVIDUAL SCORING
GOALS ASSISTS
NAME
1
1
l(OT)
7
1
1

BRYANT COLl.EGE

2

WPI

0

NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
S.MAINE

8
0
3

CURRY

4

REGIS
SALVE REGINA

0

STONEHITL

MASC~C R~CORD; 1~3

RECORD
0-1
-0-2
1-2
1-3

1-4
2-4
2-5·
3-5
3-6
4-6
4-7

Patrica Comeau:

9

Kara Kennedy
Michelle Barker
Melissa Goding

4

Kerri O'.Rourk:e

3
2
2

Laurie Govoni
Marlo Montessi
Julie Deschenes
Kate Cleary

1
0
0
0

Totals

21

0

5-7

GOALKEEPING
GA
G
NAME

0
1

6-7

Leslie Cotter

14

26

POTI\'TS

20
12
7
4
4
3

2
4
l

0
0
1
1
l

1

53

11

SAVF.S GAA
1.86
103

SAVES%

so

.798

4

6-8

(4th PLACE)
INDMDUAL RECORDS

MEN'S TENNIS (4-4)
RSC SCORE

OPPONENT

SCORE

NAME

SINGLES
VlCN

Ho Jun Park

7

1

1-0
2-0

Minh Yu

6

Eric Bergenholtz

Chris <:;ollins
Tim Edwards

5
5

2
2
3
1

RECORD

BSC
BSC

9

MASS MARITIME

0

BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC
BSC

3
6
3
4
6
4

FITCHBURG STATE

6

WORCESTER STATE
NORIB ADAMS STATE

3
6

SALEM STATE

5

2-1
3-1
3-2
3-3

FTTCHBURG STATE
WESTFIELD STATE

3
5

4-3
4-4

6

WORCESTER STATE

3

Jason Vrona
David Tivnan
Mark Fairbanks
Scott Kramer

1

LOSS

3

5

l

3

o.

2

0

DOUBLES

MASCAC RECORD: 24
NAMFS
Park/Vrona
Vu I Bergeni"oltz:
Fairbanks I Edwards
Edwards I Kramer
Fairbanks I Kramer

Park/Vu
Vu/Collins
Collins I Fairbanks
Tivnan I Shwnay
Vrona I Bergenholtz

Kramer I Tivnan

VlCN
6
4
l

LOSS
2
2

0

3
2

l
l
1

0
0
0

0
{)

0
0

1
1

1
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The thrill .is gone
By Micheal Finn
Special to the Comment

Shoot- Mike Lamphere squares off, trying to put a hold on
his opponent (Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer).

BSC wrestling preview
cont.from p. 20

once he is in shape will be a
tough· competitor. John Rowe
has never wrestled and is
improving day by day. Back up
wrestlers such as Gary Parziale,
Jim Marshall, and Herman
Marzoratti will fill in the
positions as needed.

PLAYER
PROFILE

The Bridgewater Grapplers
have a long road this season,
with tough opponents such as
WPI and WNEC, who continue
to dominate the league, But, for
the first time in three years, we
have a fall sqaud, and with thh
team, we expect to win and
improve.

Have you been watching the
Celtics lately? Please, don't start
complaining - Celtics basketball
is still pro ' ball; but ... maybe
it's not quite the same as it used
to be. It's as though there's
something missing. The game
isn't exciting anymore - not like
before - when you could watch
him out on the court, playing the
game the only way it should be
played. It's as though the thrill is
gone.
It's interesting how many of
those old sayings that sound so
corny are so often true, like the
one that goes, "You never
appreciate something until it's
gone." Larry Bird, number 33,
the player who made basketball
really special for many fans is no
longer on the court for the
Boston Celtics. Arguably, the
best player to ever play the gam~
of basketball. Larry Bird has

struggled to overcome many the situation immediately and
injuries over the past four always seems to make the right
seasons. During his ten years ·decision; he can pass, rebound,
with the Celtics. Bird had worked and shoot from anywhere.
continually to improve his
Larry established himself as an
all-around
game.
with
u·nparalleled success. (Remember outstanding all-around player
the 3-point shootout during the during his early seasons with the
halftime at the All-Star game?) Celtics, but for the past three or
Larry Bird has been on the four years he has done more than
starting team for the East League just play basketball and win. He
All-Star team in each of his nine has uplifted the game to a new
pro seasons. Bird's basketball level of entertainment. Watching
skills have been analyzed and Bird on the court, one gets the
written on extensively by people impression that he is playing a
with far more knowledge about different game - his own game the technical aspects of the game one that is interesting for him,
than this fan. But the beauty of and perhaps, fully understood
seeing him play is that you can only by Bird himself. But he has
actually see him play; it's a pure, not been able to do everything.
complete game when Bird is on
the court. Many people describe He and the Celtics have not been
him as a blue-collar player, and able to win a championship for
except for his height (and his two seasons. Last year they did
strength) Bird doesn't appear all not make it to the finals. The
that different from you and me. major problem generally has been
He .hustles every minute he's on explained as a lack of adequate
the floor; he is able to identify cont. onp.15

"I wastit rubbing
·it in-Ijust wanted
Eddie toknow

.the score of
last nights game."

Stephanie
Kozowyk
Name: Stephanie Kozowyk
Class: 1991
Major: Physical Education
( cone. Exercise Science and
Health Teacher Prep k-9)
Home town: Billerica
Sport: Swimming
Events: 400 individual
medlay,100 butterfly,200 free
style, and 1000 free style
Sport's Idol: Michael Gross
·and Dave Scott
Best advice from a coach
" Don't ever give up, no matter
how much pain or agony'
you're in, you finish that race."
Most Memorable Meet:
1987 National's in Orlando
Florida at Justice Aquatic
Center
Favorite Qoute: " Smile,
people will wonder what your
up to."
Favorite Pigout Food:
Pizza
Activities: B.A.I.R.S. club,
and lifeguard.
Hobbies: Making own
crafts. Horseback riding, Mt.
climbing, and Bike trips.
Happiest When: Going
on road trips to other
colleges(WPI)
Pet
Peeve:
G r e e n
Swimming Pools
Who I Admire Most: The
Ironman Triathletes

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AT&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie

was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.

Reach out andtouCh someone~

Ifyoutl like to know more about
AT&T products and services, like
International Calling and the AT&T
Card, call us at 1 800222-0300.

AT11T

The right·choice.

BRIDGEWATER STATE ATHLETICS

Men's basketball has chemistry
By Paul Cournoyer
Comment staff

The Bridgewater State
College men's basketball
team rolled over Suffolk
Universitity this past
Tuesday night winning
86-66.

drove hard for the basket, making
several two-point plays from
nothing, and made strong.
defensive rebounds to nearly lead
the team. Pimental scored 17
points and was only second in
scoring to BS C George
Anderson's (24) strong 18 points.
Other key players who

~~~~~,,~~~~~

though we still have things to work on
and improve, we have good chemistry
getting more play out of the players.
-Mark Champagne, Head Coach-

The Bears dominated the entire
game. Suffolk's only offensive
threat came from David Ferrick
(4) scoring a total of 15 points
were two his shots made where
three-pointers and Bill Fenton
(40) scoring 14 points. However,
Suffolk's defense game play was
no match for the Bridgewater
offensive machine taking control
of the first half.
Rob Pimental (22) for BSC

of

contributed ·significantly were
John Dillman (10), who scored
four three-point shots, answering
at one time Suffolk's Ferrick two
three point shots.

Mentioning Bridgewater's
Offense couldn't go without the
"big men" Chuck Jaehniy (44),
who fouled out in the second
half, and Jim Way (41). Both
cont. on p.15

Jump- Rob Pimental dives high into the air to score two points as Suffolk
defender flies to the floo.r. (Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer).

Lady Bears teach ENb
a lesson in basketb~.

restling
team in a

·,iii111111'••.

close~up
By Kip Harms
Contributor
The Bridgewater State
Wrestling program is under way
for the second consecutive year.
Just as it was last year, the team
will be lead by captain Rob
O'Donner. Rob was all New
England last year and is one of
the feature wrestlers for the 1989
New England Title.
There are also high
expectations
for . returning
wrestler Chris Mazieka(167) who
missed the last part of the 1988
season due to a broken thumb.
Mike Kenney(177) should
provide us with ·some wins as
well. Other returning wrestlers
are Dan Coady(158), who has
shown a potential for
improvement, and ·Matt Bahan
who has been injured.

The vast majority of the squad
consists of first year wrestlers
such. as Steve· Flemmi(l 18). ·He
bas never wrestled. but has a
good. natural ability. Eric
Caldwell(126) will also provide·
support for the grappiers. Two
. impressive first year wrestlers are
Mike · Aloupis and Mike
Lamphere. They have been

with a score of 34-24. After,
Kathy · Malkasian(24) then
maintained that ten point distance
Comment staff
keeping the score steady at 36-26.
The Bridgewater State ENC would not go on to score
College women'~ basketball · again in the first half.
Before the half .did end,
team is on a roll. ·After
however.
the Lady B~ars showed
.obtaining their. first win of
some
of
their
.intensity as· they
'the . season against Rhode
stole
the
ball
from ENC with
Island. College last week,
just
29
seconds
left and a foul
the Lady· Bears went on to
was
called
against
ENC. Then ,
win again 81-58 against
with
BSC
still
in
control,
they
Eastern
Nazarine,
stole
it
again
with
15
seconds
College(ENC) on Tuesday.
J"emaining. The final score by the
night.
end of the half was 38-26.
The game began slow, with
. Second half action began with
the players ·taking their time . BSC in charge as well. Scoring
shooting, but also managing tq
first, just 52 seconds into the
move swiftly. on the court.
h3If, BSC brought the total up to
Towards the en(l.qf the game, the
pace had quickened, wTth the Lady 40. BSC went in feeling
confident and went on to
Bears in complete control.
capitalize off of several of ENC's
Leading the way was captain
misses and mistakes. Then, only
Kelley Scherber(l l) with 18
three minutes in, the Lady Bears
points for the entire night,
had gained ten points, while ENC
.followed .·closely by Katrina
Antonellis' 16 points. It was a stayeu at 26. Then, following a
home foul, · ENC's Colleen
game that coach Judy Foster felt
l!oudle(l 1) made only one of her
. good about and everyone got a
two foul shots. from the line,
chance to play.
bringing the score up 50-27. Her
In the first half, BSC took its
teammate, Wendy Klittich(14) did
time shooting while ENC went
the same with 15:12 remaining.
the. long shot route~ It all began
Afterwards, ENC was able to. get
with a BSC 6-0 run. Scherber
back into the game.
· was able
score eight of her
After Co-Captain Lynn
points in the first half and had
Malkasian(31) scored two inside
brought the score within ten
points bringing the score up
points, with 2:07 remaining
cont. onp.15
By David
David Flannery

· ··· ,.

Breakout- Herman Marzorqtti attempts to break loose from
his Lowell opponent (Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer).
battling for the 134 pound weight
class position. Peter Baron(150)
has·already had some impressive
wins. In · the upper weights,

Derek Wassel and Johri Rowe
-will complete the varsity squad.
Derek has some• experience and

cont. onp}9
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